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Interdisciplinary field devoted to the manipulation of 
micrometric quantity of fluids (μl/nl range)

Microfluidics

Many foresee that the impact of microfluidic chips 
on chemistry and biology will be analogous to that of 

the integrated circuit in electronics

It involves research in microfabrication engineering, 
materials science, physics, chemistry, biology, medicine…

both at the basic and applied levels
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Portability

Optimum flow control 

Advantages in fluidic miniaturization

Reduced times for analysis and synthesis

Very small quantities of reagents and chemical waste 

Accurate control of concentrations and molecular 
interactions

Simple realization of parallel processes
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Holy Grail

Lab-on-a-chip
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Microfluidics publications

New specialized journals have appeared,
e.g. Lab on a chip (I.F.=5.5)
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Market for microfluidics products
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Offerte di lavoro

È in fase di valutazione un progetto per la costituzione di un 
MIcrofluidics laboratory for SCientific and teCHnological Applications

(MISCHA) presso UniPD
comprendente gruppi di ricerca dei dipartimenti di Chimica, Fisica, 

Ingegneria Chimica e Ingegneria Elettronica

Se approvato, ci sarà una borsa a tema nel prossimo concorso di 
Dottorato a Fisica 
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Microfluidica,
alias 

Fluidodinamica a bassi numeri di Reynolds
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Dipartimento di Fisica G.Galilei, Università di Padova
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Microelectronics vs. Microfluidics

Integrated
Circuit

Microfluidic
chip

Transport quantity Charge-No Mass Mass (no charge)

Chip Materials Inorganic
(semiconductors)

Organic
(polymers)

Characteristic
channel size ~100 nm ~100 μm

Transport regime

Similar to
macroscopic circuits

(classical, no 
quantum)

Different to
macroscopic circuits

(laminar, no 
turbulence)
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Extension of F=ma to a continuum fluid

Navier-Stokes equation
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f represents body force densities due to gravity, capillarity…
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Fluid dynamics

Flow of a fluid in a channel is regulated by the following equations
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(mass conservation)
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Boundary conditions

Usually, but not always true in 
microfluidics, one uses the 
no-slip boundary condition,

e.g. fluid velocity at the wall
equal to wall velocity

+
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Slip length

Slip length b quantifies slippage of a fluid near a solid wall

Distance behind interface at which the liquid velocity 
extrapolates to zero  (Brochard and de Gennes, 1992)

Barrat et al, Nature 
Materials 2003

b depends on surface morphology and chemistry

b∼1 nm-1μm
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Reynolds number
Definition:  Re=ρu0L0/η

It represents the ratio between inertial finer
and viscous fvisc forces acting on the fluid

Re= finer/ fvisc

Example: fluid flow along a channel contraction
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And so what?

Re number classifies different flow regimes:

Re≤2000 laminar

Re>4000 turbolent

In microfluidics: u ~0.1 μm/sec ÷10 mm/sec, L~10 μm ÷100 μm;
H2O   v=η/ρ=0.01/1=0.01 cm2/sec

Re ≈ 10-6 ÷ 101
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Michael Phelps

WR 200mt freestyle: t=1:43.86sec u=1.9 m/sec; 

Re~ 104 ÷ 105



Living organisms

Poecilia ret
L~5cm, u~10 cm/sec

Re~100 ÷ 1000

Escherichia coli 
L~1μm, u~50 μm/sec

Re~10-4 ÷ 10-3 



Laminar flow

The solutions to the previous equations yield a laminar flow

It is a flow in which the fluid travels smoothly or in regular paths. 
The velocity, pressure and other flow properties at each point

in the fluid remain constant. 

Laminar flow over a horizontal surface may be thought of 
as consisting of thin layers, laminae, 

all parallel to each other, that slide over each other. 



•Microfluidic components



No mixing in a microchannel

Because of the laminar regime in a microchannel, two (miscible) liquids 
do not mix while moving along a uniform channel

Two liquids at a T junction

Three liquids past a cross junction Persistence of the no-mixing flow



Diffusion

For a viscous flow, mixing is then due to diffusion

Diffusion can be defined as the random walk of an ensemble of particles from 
regions of high concentration to regions of lower concentration 

where D is the diffusion coefficient [cm2/sec]. Mass conservation implies that  
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The  First Law of Diffusion states that the one-dimensional flux J of solute 
particles driven by a  difference in concentration C is equal to: 

The two equations imply the Fick’s diffusion equation
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Péclet number
Definition:  Pe=u0W/D

It represents the ratio between convection and diffusion

Time to diffuse
across channel D
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Translational
movement

# channel widths
for complete mixing

Example: fluid flow along a T junction



T-sensor

Kamholz et al, Anal. Chem. ‘99

Concentration of a target analyte is determined by measuring 
fluorescence intensity in a region where the analyte and a fluorescent 

indicator have interdiffused.



H-filter

Simple device that exploits laminar flow to filter
particles by size without a membrane

Quake et al., Rev Mod Phys ‘05



Herringbone mixer

It can be enhanced by mechanically stirring the fluid. In this way, 
the distances over which mixing must occur are reduced.

Whitesides et al., 
Science ‘02

A possible strategy is the creation of transverse flows in 
microchannels by using a steady axial pressure gradient caused by

placing ridges on the floor of the channel at an oblique angle, θ, 
with respect to the long axis ( yˆ) of the channel

Fluid mixing is due to diffusion



Herringbone mixer

Advantages

Efficient

Simple

Flexible

Does not require moving 
parts or pumps

Whitesides et al., 
Science ‘02

Performance of herringbone mixer



Immiscible liquids

Fluids behavior in microchannels is dominated by capillarity

An interface (meniscus) separates the two fluids with a 
characteristic surface energy γ (surface tension)

A pressure gradient develops across a curved meniscus 
according to Laplace equation
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The interface adopts a shape that minimizes its surface area

R>0 if center is IN
R<0 if center is OUT



Rayleigh-Plateau instability

A liquid cylinder breaks up spontaneously in small droplets to
lower its surface energy 
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Microdroplet generator

The deterministic nature of microfluidic flows (e.g. laminar regime) 
can be exploited to produce monodisperse microdroplets

Quake et al., PRL ‘01



Microdroplet generator

Microdroplets are the result of two competing effects:
Surface tension acts to reduce the interfacial area

Viscous stresses act to extend and drag the interface downstream

An estimate for the droplet size can be obtained by balancing
the two stresses at the interface

Capillary stress ~γ/R
Viscous stress ~ηU/h (h channel height)

R~Ca/h

Ca capillary number (adimensional) defined as
Ca= ηU/γ

Ca compares viscous to capillary effects. A small Ca implies a stable drop



Microdroplet generator

The deterministic nature of microfluidic flows (e.g. laminar regime) 
can be exploited to produce monodisperse microdroplets

Anna et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. ‘03



Oil in

Oil in

Colored water in

Channel width 0,3 mm
channel depth 0,1 mm

oil

oil

water

(video: high impedance flow focus)

Production of water droplets

out



Oil in

Oil out

Colored water in
closed

Production of water droplets by crossing an oil flow

oilwater

The droplet dimension and spacing depend
on the ratio of oil and water flows

oilwater

Video: high-impedance-injection OK



The Rayleigh instability in a high speed two-phase 
water/oil flow disrupts the tail of a water slug

Serpentine geometry:
channel width 0,3 mm 
channel depth 0,1 mm

Video:v3

Water/oil
mixture in

out



Accidental generation of droplets with nearly uniform size and spacing
by injection of an oil/water mixture into a microfluidic channel

Serpentine channel:
channel width 0,3 mm 
channel depth 0,1 mmWater/oil

mixture in

out

water

oil

Video: v8



Driving of fluids in microchannels

A flow in a microfluidic chip can be driven by different forces:

•capillary

•mechanical

•chemical

•electrical

•thermal

•…



Capillary driven flows

Capillary forces arising from un unbalance in surface free
energies can move fluids with free surfaces

Sumino et al., PRL 2005



Mechanically driven flows

Flow is driven by mechanically deforming the channel walls

Advantages:
Simple
Robust

Suitable to almost every fluid

It requires the use of soft-materials, eg PDMS

Fluidic valve:

Whitesides et al., 
Biomed. Microdevices ‘02



Silicone microfluidic valve

Optical micrographs of simple on-off valves; control lines are oriented
vertically. (A) Valve with 200-μm control line and 100-mm flow line 

(“200X100”). (B) 30X50 on-off valve

Quake et al., Science ‘00

Schematic of valve closing for square and rounded channels. The dotted 
lines indicate the contour of the top of the channel for rectangular 

(left) and rounded (right) channels as pressure is increased.



Microfluidic peristaltic pump

Three active valves placed in a row and driven cyclically form a 
versatile peristaltic pump whose operation is insensitive to almost all

physicochemical properties of the solution

Quake et al., Science ‘00

Pumping rate of a peristaltic micropump versus various driving frequencies



Active components made out of hydrogels

Intelligent hydrogels have been developed that swell or
collapse in response to a wide range of stimuli, e.g., 

temperature, solvent composition, pH, salinity, electric
fields, specific antigens…

Solid structures and walls of microfluidic chips can be
fabricated with “smart” hydrogels

Beebe et al., Nature ‘00



•Microfluidic bubble logic



Integrated circuits

Modern computers perform complicated tasks by handling 
digital numbers through Boolean logic

They can be thought of as a complicated ensemble of logic gates, 
connected together

A logic gate is a circuit that performs a logical operation 
on one or more logic inputs and produces a single logic output 

Because the output is also a logic level, an output of one logic gate can 
connect to the input of one or more other logic gates. 

The fundamental actions are AND, OR, NOT and NOT



Main types of logic gates

NOT

OR

AND

INPUT OUTPUT
A B A AND B
0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

1 1 1

INPUT OUTPUT
A B A OR B
0 0 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 1

IN OUT
A NOT A

0 1

1 0

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Or-gate-en.svg
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NAND logic gate

The cheapest gate to manufacture is usually the NAND gate 

NAND

INPUT OUTPUT
A B A NAND B

0 0 1

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 0

Additionally, it can be showed that NAND gates alone (as well as
NOR gates alone) can be used to reproduce all the other logic gates. 
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Logic circuits

By connecting these gates it is possible to realize complex circuits

E.g. Flip-flop, a bistable digital circuit. It consists of two identical halves and is
called a Flip Flop because one half is ON while the other half is OFF 

The flip-flop has 2 outputs, Q and Q', and 2 inputs, set and reset (SR flip-flop).

The NAND basic flip-flop circuit operates with inputs normally at 1 unless the 
state of the flip-flop has to be changed. A 0 applied momentarily
to the set input causes Q to go to 1 and Q' to go to 0, putting the 

flip-flop in the set state. When both inputs go to 0, 
both outputs go to 1. This condition should be avoided in normal operation. 
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Bubble logic

In a microfluidic chip the bit 1 can be associated to the 
presence of a bubble or drop in an immiscible liquid

With respect to the IC, the transport of a bit of information 
is much slower in microfluidics

On the other hand, a bubble/drop carries chemical/biological
information

Very recent experiments show the feasibility to manufacture 
microfluidic logic components based on the interaction of moving

bubbles/drops
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Bubble interactions
The motion of droplets is perturbed by introducing a strongly nonlinear 
component into the interactions that govern the droplets dynamics, e.g., 

from the  binary choice that the droplets make at the T intersection

The drop behavior at the junction is determined by the capillary number Ca
For Ca less than a critical value that depends on the length of the 

bubble or droplet and the geometry of the channels, surface 
tension dominates, so the bubble holds together

A solitary bubble or droplet forced to settle on one of two paths will pick 
the channel that offers the lowest resistance to flow

Because the presence of a droplet or bubble increases the resistance of a 
channel, a second bubble arriving at a junction between two channels of 

similar but unequal length will take path B after the first takes the shorter 
path A

As the interval between droplets decreases, more complex 
sequences of path choices (e.g., AABAAB) can be generated
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Microfluidic AND/OR gates
AND/OR bubble logic gate that evaluates both AND and OR simultaneously, 

as is necessary to satisfy bit conservation.

The first bubble arriving at the junction always enters A+B (the wider channel, 
with less resistance), increasing the output flow resistance of A+B and thus 

directing a bubble arriving later to A·B

The time trace plotted for all four channels shows that the two bubbles 
interact only if they arrive within a window t0 (for this gate t0 ~ 0.5ms) 
determined by the residence time of the bubble in the gate geometry

Prakash et al.,
Science ‘07
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Microfluidic AND/OR gates

Nitrogen bubbles in a water medium
The channel height is 70 μm; scale bar, 100 μm

Prakash and Gershenfeld,
Science ‘07
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Microfluidic flip/flop

Bistable mechanism (capable of on-demand trapping and release of 
individual bubbles), implemented as a flip-flop memory

Prakash and Gershenfeld,
Science ‘07

The flip-flop geometry presents an incoming bubble with two 
elliptical lobes where the surface energy of the bubble is at a minimum, 

as shown in the plot of energy versus time
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Microfluidic flip/flop

Change in free surface energy for the toggle (solid line) and
stored (dashed line) bubbles during switching

The device holds a single bubble indefinitely until it is toggled by
another bubble arriving at the inlet, dislodging the stored bubble 

by flow through the channel connecting the lobes

Prakash and Gershenfeld,
Science ‘07
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Ring oscillator

Ring oscillator implemented with three identical AND gates 
connected via three delay lines in a ring structure with constant-

frequency T-junction bubble generators at the inputs.

Prakash and Gershenfeld,
Science ‘07
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Ring oscillator

A bubble propagating around the ring delay line (Fig. 4A, arrow)
increases the resistance of the outgoing channel when it arrives at 

the input of one of the three AND gates, generating a pressure pulse 
that launches another bubble in response

The oscillation frequency of this device can be tuned by
increasing the flow rate of the continuous phase

Prakash and Gershenfeld,
Science ‘07
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Perspectives

Because bubble logic chips have no moving parts, they can be fabricated 
in a wide variety of materials, including silicon and glass, that are 

compatible with reaction chemistries unsuitable for PDMS channels

Because they operate at low Reynolds and capillary numbers,
further reduction in size is feasible with faster switching times

The device mechanisms do not depend on non-Newtonian fluid properties; 
hence, matching dimensionless flow parameters will allow bubble logic 

circuits to be designed using different fluids, such as water droplets in oil 
or oil droplets in water.

They can be used to create complex microfluidic circuits capable of 
performing arbitrary fluid process control and computation 

in an integrated fashion
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Microfluidics + Drops + Chemistry

E.g., a microfluidic channel carries water droplets in a continuous stream 
of oil. The droplets act as microreactors in which the reagents are rapidly 

mixed (upper region) and are then transported with no dispersion
(lower region). Such an arrangement can be used to control chemical reaction

networks on a millisecond time scale.

Such circuits may reduce the size, cost, and complexity of current
microfluidic systems, thereby enabling the development of very-large-scale 

microfluidic reactors for use in areas including combinatorial
chemistry and drug discovery
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Grazie a…
Thank you…
Merci à…
Danke…
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θ=162°

Fabbricazione superfici superidrofobe
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Osservazione dell’isteresi dell’angolo
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Immagine al Sem di

foglia di Gingko Biloba

Immagine al Sem della 

superficie prodotta
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